
  

PRESS RELEASE – February 2020 

Recognized all over Europe for its solutions for IST commissioning, Rentaload will present its NEW products 

at the « DATA CENTER WORLD » in London on March 11th and 12th ! 

For more than a decade, Data Centre World has been delivering the future 

vision for the industry. Heading into its 12th edition, it continues to probe 

all the trends, all the opportunities, all the challenges for data centres 

everywhere. Whatever level of data centre you run, this is the place to run 

it better. How can you afford not to have a presence at the World’s leading 

data centre gathering. Every company needs to showcase their brand and 

presence and what better place to cement your products and services than 

to be at DCW 2020. 

That's why Rentaload is taking part and will meet you on March 11th and 

12th on its BOOTH D1150. It will be an opportunity to exchange on current 

projects but also to present our NEW products : 100/200/300 KW connected 

load banks dedicated to data centres with supervision software and data 

recording during the tests. 

As a reminder, Rentaload offers all over Europe a wide range of smart & 

connected load banks for rental (from 0,5 kW to several MW) with requested 

associated services. These load banks enable data centres to test their 

various electrical equipment as well as their air conditioning systems. 

From smart rackable load banks (6 or 7 KW) acting as server emulators, 

through 21KW floor standing units with integrated STS up to larger load 

banks (100/200/300 KW) with low delta T, Rentaload's equipments can fit all 

kinds of environments ; small data centre rooms with racks in place up to 

large empty white space of 10MW and more !                                                             

Our GOAL ? To facilitate and optimize testing for data centres. 

On site-installation, 3D modelization displaying temperature / power / 

current information on live, temporary confinements, are some of the 

services that can easy be associated to the rental load banks for extra added 

value during the tests. Packaged solutions for full IST Commissioning mission 

can also be handdled by the Rentaload’s team.  

Running now with dedicated teams out of 3 mains hubs : Dijon (in France), 

Wembley (in UK) and Franckfurt (In Germany). Rentaload’s team can 

basically support any projects in Europe. 
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